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Summary

In present day light water reactors, if complete and prolonged failure of
normal and emergency coolant flow occurs, fission product decay heat
could cause melting of the reactor fuel. If the molten fuel mass
accumulates it may relocate into reactor lower plenum and if the lower
head fails it may eventually be brought into the reactor cavity. In such
course of core melt relocation, the opportunity for fuel-coolant interactions
(FCI) arises as the core melt relocates into water pool in reactor vessel as
well as in reactor cavity and also, as a consequence of implementing
accident management strategies involving water addition to a degraded or
molten core.

This report presents the methodologies and their results for assessment of

steam explosion impact on KNGR plant integrity. Both In-vessel and Ex-vessel

phenomena are addressed. For in-vessel steam explosion, TRACER-II code

is used for the assessment of pressure load, while bounding calculations are

applied for ex-vessel analysis.

Analysis shows that the integrity of reactor pressure vessel lower head is

preserved during the in-vessel event and the probability that the containment

integrity is challenged is very low, even when ex-vessel steam explosion is

allowed due to reactor vessel failure.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

In present day light water reactors, if complete and prolonged failure of

normal and emergency coolant flow occurs, fission product decay heat could

cause melting of the reactor fuel. If the molten fuel mass accumulates it may

relocate into reactor lower plenum and if the lower head fails it may eventually

be brought into the reactor cavity. In such course of core melt relocation, the

opportunity for fuel-coolant interactions (FCI) arises as the core melt relocates

into water pool in-vessel as well as ex-vessel and also, as a consequence of

implementing accident management strategies involving water addition to a

degraded or molten core.

In general, the FCI process involves transfer of heat from the molten fuel

to the surrounding coolant in a time scale ranging from milliseconds to seconds

and even to hours. Interactions occurring in the millisecond range can lead to

energetic vapor explosions which, if enough energetic, may challenge reactor

vessel and containment integrity thereby posing a radiological risk to the

environment. Interactions occurring in the range of tens of seconds to hours

are normally non-energetic, and characterized by quenching of the melt and

possible formation of a coolable debris bed.

This report presents the methodologies and their results for assessment of

steam explosion impact on KNGR plant integrity. Both In-vessel and Ex-vessel

phenomena are addressed.
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Chapter 2. Analysis of In-vessel vapor explosion load

2.1 Introduction

To assess the integrity of reactor vessel under the in-vessel vapor

explosions, a systematic evaluation of the course of core melt-coolant

interactions is required from the melt relocation to the structural response of

the vessel lower head under dynamic pressure impulse imposed on the inner

wall. In light water reactors such as KNGR, a broad range of FCI phenomena

is possible due to the variations in reactor geometries, core degradation

scenarios, and timing and mode of fuel-coolant contact. A slow and dripping

flow of molten core into a deep water pool through a largely open lower plenum

may lead to quenching of core melt and formation of a coolable debris bed.

On the other hand, upon a catastrophic failure of the crust by which large

quantity of melt is supported in the core region, a rapid and massive release

of melt may occur followed by its relocation to the lower plenum. Though such

massive relocation does not imply that the entire amount of melt participates

in energetic FCI, even a fractional amount may lead to a highly energetic vapor

explosion and consequent pressure loading on reactor vessel and surrounding

structures. Furthermore, the crowded lower plenum with core support structures

and in-core instrumentation guide tubes such as in KNGR tends to make the

FCI behavior more complicated, although such crowded lower plenum may have

a mitigating effect to highly energetic vapor explosions.

A schematic view of the lower plenum of KNGR is shown in Fig. 1, as a

reference model of System 80+ [1]. The inner diameter of the lower head is

4.74 m and the thickness is 165 mm at minimum. The lower plenum is occupied

by lower support structure and in-core instrumentation guide tubes. In the

present study, it is assumed that the lower plenum is empty, hemispherical. The
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support structures and in-core instrumentation guide tubes are not considered

for the purpose of conservative results. The treatment of the actual lower plenum

geometry including the support structures and in-core instrumentation guide

tubes requires an analytical tool which is capable of three-dimensional

calculation of vapor explosions as well as local strain analysis with detail

structural and welding conditions of the penetrations. However, such an

analytical tool is not available although there are some development under

progress at the present time.

The size and position of melt relocation are generally uncertain parameters

due to the variations in core degradation scenarios. In this study, the relocation

parameters were chosen within the range of physically reasonable contents and

also of conservative results.

2.2 Assessment Framework

The framework of the safety assessment of the reactor vessel lower head

integrity under in-vessel vapor explosions is shown in Fig. 2. The core melt

relocation parameters are break size and location, which serve as the initial

conditions for the following FCIs. The relocation parameters were chosen within

the ranges of physically realizable bounds and also of conservative results. The

premixing and explosion calculations were performed using TRACER-H code

[2,3]. The triggering time and locations were varied and the resulting explosion

pressures were compared for determining most significant case. Using the

calculated explosion pressures imposed on the lower head inner wall, strain

calculations were performed using ANSYS code [4]. Then, the calculated strain

results and the established failure criteria were used in determining the failure

probability of the lower head.

2.3 Analyses of In-Vessel Vapor Explosions
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The purpose of in-vessel vapor explosion analysis is to provide dynamic

pressure impulses imposed on the inner wall of lower head for the strain analysis.

In order to provide a conservative results, two groups of calculations were

performed; (1) under the assumption of uniform premixture throughout the lower

plenum, explosion calculations were performed with the variation of trigger

position and magnitude, and fuel and vapor volume fractions within the range

of physically realistic bounds. (2) a single jet of melt enters lower plenum filled

with coolant. In this case, premixing and subsequent explosion propagation

calculations were performed with the variation of triggering time after the melt

entry.

The calculations were performed using TRACER-II code. It is a

two-dimensional code capable of cartesian and cylindrical coordinates. The

lower plenum is treated as an axisymmetrical hemisphere in cylindrical

coordinates by treating the unnecessary part as solid volumes as shown in Fig.

3. The number of nodes were 24 in axial direction and 24 in radial direction.

The actual radius of the lower head is 2.37 m. However, for calculational

simplicity, the lower head radius is assumed 2.40 m. Therefore, the size of one

control volume is 10 cm x 10 cm. The labels of PI to P6 in Fig. 3 indicate

the selected positions of inner wall of lower head for presenting calculated

explosion pressure traces. The reader refers these labels when identifying the

positions in the related figures. The material properties of corium [5] used in

this analysis are as given in Table 1. The detailed calculational results are found

in reference [6].

2.3.1 Effect of triggering in uniform premixtures

The fuel volume fraction of assumed uniform premixture is 0.2. This is

equivalent to 44 tons of fuel, which can be a reasonable upper bound within
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the physically realistic melt relocation. The vapor volume fraction in this set

of calculations is 0.1. The variation of the triggering point is bottom or top of

the center of the lower plenum. And, two triggering pressures were evaulated:

10 MPa and 1 MPa, although it is generally believed that the magnitude of this

artificial triggering pressure, a common techniqe for a triggering in computation

of vapor explosion, is not a controlling parameter for explosion energetics once

the explosion propagates and escalates.

The results of triggering effect show that, in all cases, the explosion

pressures stay at the level of about 50 MPa after a sharp peak reaching 125

MPa. This implies that the triggering pressure or location does not alter the

overall impulse on the lower head.

2.3.2 Effect of volume fractions in uniform premixtures

The fuel volume fraction was varied from 0.1 to 0.3, which corresponds to

22 tons to 66 tons of fuel. The vapor volume fraction was varied from 0.05

to 0.2.

The results of vapor volume fraction variation in uniform premixture show

that the lower vapor content tends to increase the propagation speed and the

peak pressure and the higher vapor content tends to decrease the propagation

speed as well as the peak pressure. The end-state pressure level and the overall

impulse, however, are not generally altered by the variation of vapor volume

fraction within the range of the present analysis.

The results of fuel volume fraction variation in uniform premixture show

that the higher fuel content tends to increase the propagation speed, but rather

decrease the peak pressure. This reduction of peak pressure is due to the smaller

amount of coolant liquid available when the fuel content increases.

2.3.3 Effect of trigger time in single-jet relocation

The melt jet enters at the center of lower plenum and the diameter of the
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jet is 30 cm in the present analysis. The entering speed of the jet is 3.0 m/s.

The triggering pressure is 10 MPa and the location is the bottom. The triggering

time after the melt entry was varied from 0.3 s to 0.7 s. The melt leading front

hit the bottom earlier than 0.5 s. It was found that the peak pressures and the

overall impulses are lower than in the case of uniform premixtures.
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Chapter 3. Assessment of reactor vessel integrity

3.1 Introduction

The scope of this report is to develop a methodology for assessing likelihood

of lower head failure under millisecond-duration pressure pulses with peaks in

the kilobar range. It is very important to characterize and understand the

dynamics due to axi symmetrically distributed highly transient loads to strain

hardening effects on material constitutive behavior.

Lower head integrity under steam explosion loads in Korea Next Generation

Reactor (KNGR) design is considered by use of the finite element method. The

assessment includes the comprehensive evaluation explosion wave dynamics

and lower head fragility under local, dynamic loads. The main contents of the

work are as follows.

1. To do static stress analysis and confirm if the lower head structure is

safe under operating pressure and temperature.

2. To do transient stress analysis and confirm if the lower head structure

is safe under dynamic pressure resulting from in-vessel vapor explosion.

Summarizing the results of static, the maximum membrane stress intensity

and membrane plus bending stress intensity are less than the design stress

intensity. Summarizing the results of dynamic stress analysis, the maximum

equivalent strain is much less than the failure criteria. Thus the probability of

head fragility does not exist.

3.2 Design Criteria
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The design criteria are based on ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Design

Code Section III NR-3200[7]. A detailed stress analysis of all major structural

components shall be prepared in sufficient detail to show that each of the stress

limitations of NR-3220 and NB-3230 is satisfied when the component is

subjected to loadings of NB-3110.

The allowable value of general primary membrane stress intensity is Sm

at the design temperature. The primary membrane plus primary bending stress

intensity is derived from the highest value across the thickness of a section

of the general or local primary membrane stress plus primary bending stress

produced by design pressure and other specified design mechanical loads, but

excluding all secondary and peak stresses. For solid rectangular sections, the

allowable value of this intensity is 1.5 Sm.

3.3 Failure Criteria

It is evident that lower plenum venting and associated energy dissipation

will strongly depend on the time and location of the lower head failure.

Considerable effects was, therefore, devoted to exploring the range of behavior

predicted through the application of various existing failure criteria.

Failure criteria used by Bohl and Butler[8] as well as by Berman et al.[9]

were phenomenologically based on continuum mechanics. Each criterion based

on failure on equivalent plastic strain ep , which is defined in terms of the

principal plastic strains by

Tp= ^ y - [ (£1 - £2)
2 + ( £ 2 - £3)' + ( £ 3 - d ) 2 ] (4.D

According to Bohl and Butler, failure should occur at ~12% equivalent plastic

strain. Berman et al. on the other hand, placed this criterion at ~18%.

According to criterion of Ghosh[10], which is metallurgically based on
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rupture, failure occurs when

where Spmax is the maximum principal plastic strain and ePg is the failure

plastic strain obtained from

(4.3)

where /9 and a are defined as

0= 2.5 + 1.58 • 8 = ^ ( 4 4 )

The failures obtained using this criterion were at the same location but

somewhat delayed in relation to those obtained using the 12% or 18% criterion

discussed previously.

Failure criteria for ductile materials, as is the case here, have most commonly

been based on plastic equivalent strains, with typically conservation values in

the 13 to 18% rangetll]. All experimental evidence, however, and theoretical

interpretations indicate that failure are not obtained unit much greater strains,

say in the 50 to 100% range.

For example, Olive et al.[12] explosively loaded cylindrical shells made of

a variety of metals (including mild steel), and observed strains-at-failure in

the 70 to 90% range. Pao and Gilat[13] tested A533B steel specimens and found

that failure did not occur until strains exceeded —50%. Also with A533B steel,

Shockey et al.[14] found strains-at-failure in the 80 to 116% range. These results

are particularly interesting, because the A533B steel has only a slightly higher
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carbon content(0.19 vs. 0.16%), and a yield stress essentially equal to the

as-tested value of the lower head material considered here.

The potential effect of strain rate(on failure) has been examined with

conflicting results. On the one hand, Johnson and Cook[15] have provide an

expression for the strain at failure (five material dependent parameters included)

that indicates, in general, an increase with temperature and strain rate. On the

other hand, Shockey et al. in the A533B tests noted above, explored strain rates

of up to 1,000 s-1, and concluded that there is no effect of temperature or strain

rate on failure.

The failure criteria will have to be evaluated conservatively. For this purpose,

the mechanistic ideas of ductile failure based on void nucleation, growth, and

with particular reference to the work of Shockey et al. It was founded that voids

nucleate predominantly on included particles, and that the threshold strain of

11% is needed for nucleation. This was also the strain at ultimate tensile strength

corresponding to the onset of necking.

In applying these ideas to the present situation with a highly nonuniform

distribution of plastic equivalent strains across the wall thickness, and

recognizing that void coalescence does not occur until of at least ~80%, we

take the approach that, conservatively, the global wall failure likelihood can be

related to the fraction of the wall thickness experiencing strains that support

nucleation, i.e., exceeding the 11% threshold. In particular the four levels of the

likelihood are applied to four wall -fractions affected by voids, as indicated in

Table 2[16].

3.4 Procedure of Analysis

The geometric modeling of the lower head was performed by ANS YS version

5.3, a finite element program by Swanson Analysis Systems Inc of Houston,

PA., U.S.A. The lower head was meshed and analyzed using ANSYS. Upon
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release, ANSYS had the largest library of higher order finite elements for 2-D

and 3-D plates, thin shell, thick shell, and solids. Since then, ANSYS has kept

pace with the changes by continually installed on almost every type of

mainframe, workstation, and personal computer system. The technical staff of

ANSYS consists of finite element theoreticians and engineers who consult in

the fields of nuclear, civil, mechanical, aeronautical, and automotive engineering.

The geometric dimension of the lower head is as per reference drawing of

SYSTEM 80 PLUS 182.25 ID PWR. The head is modeled by 4-node

axisymmetric solid elements. Number of nodes is 140 and number of elements

is 114.

Material of the lower head is SA508 class 3 steel, and assumed as a

elastic-linear plastic behavior ignoring strain rate hardening effects, and

following material properties are used at 500°F:

Young's modulus E = 0.27x10 8 psi

Poisson's ratio v = 0.3

Yield stress oy - 50,000 psi

Allowable stress intensity Sm=30,000 psi

Tangent modulus ET = 0.235x10 6 psi

The boundary conditions are set such that the horizontal displacement is

restrained for the nodes on the top of head while vertical displacement is

restrained for the nodes on the bottom of head.

For the static stress analysis, the design pressure is considered. For the

explosion loads, transient dynamic analysis is performed. Explosion pressure

that calculated in Section 2 are used as input data of ANSYS. The detailed

results of ANSYS are found in reference 6.

3.5 Evaluation of Analysis Results
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3.5.1 Stress analysis of design condition

The design pressure of 2,500 psi is applied for the inner side of the lower

head. The maximum membrane stress intensity is 23,274 psi at the junction

of the top of the head and the shell. The membrane stress intensity is 17,480

psi and is less than the allowable value of 30,000 psi. The maximum membrane

plus bending stress intensity is 22,000 psi and is less than the allowable value

of 45,000 psi. The maximum equivalent strain is 0.1% and is much less than

the allowable value of 11%.

3.5.2 Transient dynamic analysis of explosion load

Three cases are considered. For CASE I, explosion pressure applies uniformly

on the whole inside of the lower head. For CASE II, the inside surface of the

head is divided by 6 segments, and various history of explosion pressure applies

on the each segments. For CASE III, the inside surface of the head is divided

by 3 segments, and various history of explosion pressure applies on the each

segments.

The analysis shows that, for CASE I, the maximum equivalent strain at 0.01

s is 0.11%. For CASE II the maximum equivalent strain is 0.108%. These stress

and strain increase with time, but the absolute value is very small. Finally for

CASE III, the maximum equivalent strain is 0.034%.

3.5.3 Static analysis of explosion-end load

Because equivalent stress and strain are increasing with time for CASE II

and CASE III, it is assumed that the pressure when explosion ends is applied

continuously on the inner side of lower head, the maximum equivalent strain

is 4.3% at the bottom of lower head. Because the equivalent strain of 4.3%
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is less than the allowable value of 11%, the possibility of failure does not exist.

3.5.4 Significance of IVSE to KNGR

Based on a review of available steam explosion data and analysis, it

appears that sufficient information is available to conclude that the

probability of containment failure resulting from a corium-coolant

interaction (CCI) event is very low(on the order of 0.001 or less). Much

of these assessments considered typical PWR geometries analogous to that

of KNGR and are, therefore, considered applicable to KNGR. Explosion and

resulting strain analysis of RV lower head also show that the vapor

explosion-induced lower head failure is physically unreasonable.
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Chapter 4. Analysis of Ex-vessel Vapor Explosion Load

4.1 Introduction

Steam explosion arise form the generation of steam of a rate faster

than can be acoustically or inertialy relieved by the surrounding medium.

Steam generation occurring at that rate will generate shock waves in the

surrounding liquid pool and produce strong impulsive loadings on adjacent

structures.

The discharge of molten core debris into the reactor cavity region could

potentially results in explosion interaction between the molten core debris

and cavity water. The initiation of an explosion, if any, would occur

either when the core debris initially contacts the water or when the debris

penetrated the water and contact the concrete surface at the bottom of the

reactor cavity walls and in-cavity structures. The resultant damage to

important structures was considered negligible for the PWR cavity design

analyzed in NUREG-1150. However, EVSE induced destruction of the

reactor pedestaKRV support) structure was considered in the Grand Gulf

PRA.

4.2 Parameters affecting EVSE

Parameters affecting ex-vessel steam explosions are essentially the

same as those of IVSEs with the following exceptions. Ex-vessel steam

explosion occur exclusively at low pressure and typically the cavity

geometry allows for steam relief. The details of the cavity/containment

design will also influence the consequences of an EVSE event.
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4.2.1 Containment pressure

EVSE will typically occur at low pressure. Results of FITS

experiments at ambient temperature and pressure indicated that the

probability of spontaneous EVSE given a coherent melt subcooled water

interaction was 0.86 [17]. However, at a system pressure of only 5 bar

(75 psia) spontaneous steam explosion could not be triggered by a

discharge of corium into a subcooled water pool.

4.2.2 Cavity water temperature

The propensity for the development of a steam explosion was

experimentally found to be dependent on the proximity of the water pool

temperature to saturation. Results of FITS experiments indicate that when

a melt interacts with a saturated water pool, the probability of EVSE

drops from 0.86 to about 0.25. Furthermore, steam explosion in saturated

water typically occurred toward the top of the pool generating very low

explosive forces within the pool.

4.2.3 Mass of Corium Involved in EVSE

The short duration of the explosion process will limit the corium mass

involved in the process. The actual mass of corium that will be involved

in a steam explosion is highly uncertain. Estimates of corium involvement

in ex-vessel steam explosion typically consider the mass of corium injected

into the pool during the time interval in which corium initially enter the

water pool and falls to the pool floor as the mass of corium involved in

the steam explosion process. This position is founded primarily on the

experimental observation that the steam explosion can be triggered by the
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contact of the corium with the basemat. While water surface explosions

are possible they are less likely particularly if the water pool is subcooled.

In KNGR, as with many PWRs, the corium ejection occurs primarily

from the lower head instrument tube failure. Following this failure the

mass of molten material residing in the lower head of the RPV is ejected.

This ejection process involved a molten mass between 100,000 and 150,000

lbms. During this ejection process the molten material ablated the initial

hole area to a much larger size. The molten mass ejection process takes

between 4 and 10 seconds dependent upon RCS pressure at VB and the

details of the ablation processes.

Support for the instrument tube ejection failure mode is provided buy a

recent review of RV lower head failure modes performed by Rempe, et. al

[18]. These analysis generated failure maps that suggest that for a PWR

with lower head penetrations, at low RCS pressures the likely RV failure

mode will be that of instrument tube failure. This failure mode dominated

until RCS pressure are in the vicinity of the PSV set point where both

penetration failure and global creep failure vie for the dominant mode.

For the KNGR, instrument tube failure represents an initially very small

failure area. As a result of the ejection of molten material this small hole

could ablate to a maximum discharge area of about 0.4 ft. These analyses

are consistent with analyses provided in supported of the DCH SASM

program [19].

Estimating the mass of corium involved in any given steam explosion

is not precise. However, if the RV failure results from a single hole in

the RV lower head (for example following a local creep failure or ICI tube
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ejection) the maximum mass of corium involved in the explosion may be

established by assuming the explosion is initiated at the point of contact of

the corium with the basemat floor, and that all the corium residing in the

column of melt from the top of the pool to the basemat floor participates

in the explosion process. Since some of this corium would be quenched in

the pool prior to basemat contact and that the trigger mass and the top of

the pool are separated by approximated 21'-2", this criterion for defining

the corium mass involved in an explosive event is considered bounding.

Using a typical RV lower head hole size of 0.4 ft2 (the upper limit for an

ablating RV penetration hole), the mass of corium involved in the explosion

can be computed as followings'-

Mass of corium = (RV Hole Area)x(Depth of cavity Pool)x(Corium

Density)

= (0.4 ft2) x (21.17ft) x (550 lmb/ft3)

= 4657 lbm

Steam explosions occurring at intermediate hole sizes would involve

smaller corium masses.

4.3 Shock Wave Attenuation

The ability of the structure to withstand a shock or missile loading is

dependent upon the structural response characteristics and the magnitude

of the impulsive load (or kinetic energy of the missile) upon impact. For

shock loads, the wall loadings are diminished by the conversion of the

kinetic energy of the slug to potential energy in raising the slug to the

target elevation.

Large containment structures can also mitigate the impact of impulsive
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and shock loadings by virtue of their natural response characteristics.

EVSE loads are typically on the order of 2 to 5 milliseconds. Thus, cavity

designs with significantly greater natural periods will transmit impulsive

loadings inefficiently, thereby reducing its physical impact. The estimated

lower mode period of the KNGR reactor cavity is 6.6 milliseconds. A

dynamic structural analysis of the cavity suggests that the median cavity

failure impulse is about 3 psi-second. This impulse can be related to peak

incident wall pressure by assuming a loading shape and duration. For a 3

milliseconds triangular pulse load (representative of steam explosion), this

implies a peak incident pressure of about 2000 psia. A similar assessment

for a three millisecond square pulse will result in a equivalent incident

pressure of about 1000 psi. The inherent strength in the KNGR cavity

represented by these values is expected to be sufficient to survive potential

steam explosion following VB.

4.4 Vulnerability of Containment Structure to Cavity Failure

The steam explosion is a short term dynamic process acting over a

period of milliseconds. Steam explosions can damage containment

structures by either transmitting impulsive shock loadings to various

containment structures or by transmitting the energy to a liquid pool and

creating an energetic liquid slug.

The major concern with EVSE is the ability to cause damage to the

containment either indirectly via failure of important RCS supporting

structures or generation of containment threatening missiles, or directly via

dynamic loading of the containment walls. KNGR is designed such that

there is no direct contact of the containment walls and the cavity water
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pool. Therefore, direct containment threats due to shock wave formation or

missile generation cannot occur. The expected containment failure mode is

considered an indirect one, whereby a steam explosion occurring within the

reactor cavity weakens and or collapses the RV supports (e.g., cavity

walls, RV supports). Failure of the RV supports may lead to excessive

motions in the RCS piping which can ultimately cause failure of a

containment penetration.

Calculations show that the reactor vessel and the upper cavity could

continue to be supported even if the entire lower cavity walls below the

elevation 83 feet (25.3 m) were either eroded by corium attack or

destroyed by a steam explosion. Reinforcing steel provided between the

interface of adjacent walls with the reactor cavity wall above the elevation

83 ft (25.3 m) provide enough resistance through shear-friction to provide

this support without relying on support from the lower cavity wall. These

calculations have been performed in accordance with the requirements of

ACI 349 (except without load factors applied), and, therefore, a high level

of confidence is associated with this support mechanism for the reactor

vessel.

4.5 Summary of Experimental Evidence

This section provides some recent experimental observation on steam

explosion phenomenology.

4.5.1 FCI Experiments with Realistic Core Materials

- Argonne CCM Experiments
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A series of corium-coolant mixing (CCM) experiments was performed

at Argonne National Laboratory in which molten corium was delivered into

a deep water pool in a jet mode [20] as opposed to a batch mode seen in

other experiments. The purpose of the CCM experiments was to

investigate the fragmentation and quench behavior of corium melts, using

actual reactor materials in the form of long, slender streams, simulating

the contact mode that occurred at TMI-2 core relocation. The molten

corium was generated by an exothermic chemical (thermite) reaction and

had a composition of about 60% UO2, 16% ZrO2, and 24% steel (67% Fe,

21% Cr, 12 % Ni) by weight; and a temperature of ~ 3080 K. The corium

mass that was poured into a ~ 1 m deep water pool ranged from 2 to 12

kg with initial melt stream diameters of 2 to 5 cm and water entry

velocity of 3.4 to 8.7 m/s. The ambient pool pressure was initially one

atmosphere. Six CCM tests were carried out. No energetic fuel coolant

interactions (FCI) was observed in any tests.

- ISPRA FARO Experiments

Similar experiments to study melt fragmentation and quenching using

realistic corium composition, but at a larger scale, were carried out at the

JRC - Ispra FARO plant [21]. In these tests, molten core debris masses

ranging from 18 to 151 kg were delivered by gravity to a 1 to 2 m deep

pool of nearly saturated water at a pressure 5 MPa using the test

apparatus. Again, no energetic fuel coolant interactions (FCI) was observed

in any of these experiments. However, these experiments did observe a

considerable pressurization transient and most importantly observed that

the debris quenched within 2 sees, even when 151 kg of melt was used.

This observation is shown by the pressure transients for the various tests
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and is of particular importance since it shows that there is little time to

accumulate molten debris due to the rapid quenching. Therefore, even if

molten core debris could explode, the mass of debris available to explode

will be small.

4.5.2 KROTOS Experiments

- Molten Tin and AI2O3

In addition to the FARO experiments, a series of one-dimensional shock

tube tests have been performed at the ISPRA laboratories using molten

tine and water or molten aluminum oxide (AI2O3) and poured into water

under a variety of conditions [22,23, and 24]. In many of the experiments,

an external trigger was used to initiate the interaction, while in others

interactions have been observed to be self-initiated, particularly when

significant subcooling characterizes the location of the first interaction. For

the molten aluminum oxide tests, a number of experiments were reported,

i.e. Test 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30. Table 3 summarizes some of the

conditions for the experiments including whether or not there was an

external trigger, whether an explosion was observed, the extent of initial

water subcooling and the peak pressures recorded. As illustrated by this

information, explosive interactions were observed, some without external

triggers and very high peak pressures were measured.

There are two remarkable observations in these tests. First, the

freezing of molten aluminum oxide material dropped into water occurs over

an interval of a few seconds. The material as presented for these

experiments showed that explosive interactions were triggered, or occurred,

within 2 s after entering the water. Thus, the fact that there were
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explosions is not inconsistent with the previous considerations related to

freezing a crust on molten oxide droplets.

Second, the large pressure increases observed in the KROTOS tests

appear to be the liquid motion induced by the explosion interaction and are

representative of the same type of behavior that is characterized as "water

hammer" [25]. Furthermore, the linearly induced motion for the

one-dimensional KROTOS test apparatus provides the most explosive

configuration to test a given melt-water combustion.

- KROTOS Experiments Using UO2

Recently experiments have been performed in the KROTOS facility

using corium (core debris) and water [24]. These experiments were

performed in the same manner as those discussed above for molten

aluminum oxide and water, including starting with an initial pressure of 0.1

MPa, highly subcooled water (subcoolings of 75 and 79EC) with one

experiment performed using an external gas trigger and one with no gas

trigger. For the UO2 experiments, one of the parameters varied was the

test section inner diameter (from 95 mm to 200 mm) to determine if a

larger area would enable more molten debris to be involved and influence

the likelihood of an explosion and the resulting work output. Those

experiments performed with molten core debris (molten UO2~ZrO2) did not

experience explosive interactions. This is greatly different than the

experience with molten aluminum oxide. One of the assessments made

following the experiment is the particle size observed in the post-test

examination and it was found that the molten core debris had substantially

larger sizes than was observed in the molten aluminum oxide experiments.

However, this is a post-test examination and only reflects that an
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explosive interaction has occurred. In fact, the analyses [25] suggest that

the energetics could be solely determined by the debris configuration before

any dynamic interaction. Thus, such post-test findings are both not

surprising and, may only demonstrate a consequence of an explosive

interaction, not a fundamental reason for the interaction.

One of the reasons that the corium—water system did not experience

explosive interactions could be that core debris has a substantially greater

emissivity, by a approximately a factor of three, than that of aluminum

oxide [25]. Thus, for the same debris temperature, the radiation heat flux

from the debris would be three times that for the aluminum oxide

therefore resulting in a much larger cooling rate, steam generation rate and

coolant void fraction. Clearly the level swell for a UO2-ZrO2 test was

much greater than that for AI2O3. With this larger void fraction, the event

may have been impossible to initiate, particularly if waterhammer. These

tests provide perhaps the most important insights for evaluating the

reactor system Specifically, no explosions are observed when a UO2-Z1O2

mixture is used in a geometry and for conditions where strong explosive

interactions are repeatedly observed with other materials, including molten

oxidic debris. Thus, if molten UO2 and water will not result in an

explosion in the KROTOS facility, they will not result in an explosion in a

light water reactor system.

4.6 Quantification of EVSE Loads

This section describes alternate method that have been proposed for use

in quantifying loadings caused by EVSE

4.6.1 R. Henry Estimate of EVSE Shock Loading [26]
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The steam explosion shock wave is generated from a rapidly expanding

vapor mass whose growth exceeds the ability of the surrounding fluid to

relieve the pressurization. Qualitatively, once formed the shock wave will

rapidly attenuated as it moves away from the initial region of rapid vapor

growth or interaction zone. Thus, if one were to establish the pressure in

the interaction zone, then the wall loading could be established by

assuming a suitable decay of the shock wave as the wave propagated

toward the cavity walls.

Unlike chemical explosions, the ability of a steam expansion to support

a large local pressure pulse in a free field is limited by the relative volume

increase which is a decreasing function of pressure. Reference 26

suggests that a reasonable upper magnitude for a steam explosion pressure

in the steam-corium interaction zone would be about one half of the

critical pressure(about 1450 psia). These loads were noted to rapidly decay

as a function of distance from the source event.

The passive ALWR has developed a simplified methodology for

evaluating bounding steam explosion loadings by defining an interaction

zone of with a uniform peak pressure 1450 psia and a square law power

decay and an effective interaction zone of about 5 feet is defined. For the

KNGR cavity geometry the resulting peak wall pressure load would reduce

to about 700 psia. Experimental data suggests the steam explosion has a

rapid, nearly instantaneous, pressure rise followed by a linear time decay

for a duration of about 2 to 3 milliseconds. Applying this characteristic to

the calculated pressure spiked one can infer a consequential impulse of

under 1.1 psi-seconds.
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4.6.2 F. Moody Estimate of Steam Explosion Loading [27]

Moody studied the significance of steam explosion to GE BWRs in

reference 27. In this study a steam explosion was defined as a rapid

submerged steam formation from numerous corium droplets that is

sufficient to propel an overlaying liquid mass so that it can exert an

impact on target structures. A simplified methodology for establishing the

kinetic energy of the liquid slug and the submerged pressure spike were

also established. Employing Moody's methodology to discharged corium

masses between 25 Kg and 2,500 Kg of molten corium one finds the

capability of the containment structures. However, it should be noted that

in defining the methodology, Moody considered the maximum heat

transfer from the corium to the pool to be governed by enhanced film

boiling. These heat transfer rated produce steam at a far slower rate than

the 30 MW/m2 identified by Henry in Reference 26, as being typical of

steam explosion.

4.6.3 TNT Equivalent Methodology

Considerable information is available on the explosive capability of TNT

for use in depth chares. Much of this early work is documented by Cole

in a classic treatise on Underwater Explosion [28]. This methodology was

basis of the NUREG-1150 EVSE loading assessment for Grand Gulf

pedestal integrity assessment.

By assuming the stored thermal energy within a superheated mass of

corium can be related to a charge of TNT, Approximated estimates of the

impulse loading on various structure can be estimated using equation 7.6

of Reference 28. This equation defines a TNT impulse, I, (in psi-second)
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as follows-'

1=1.46 W033 (W033/ R)089

where: W is the TNT weight equivalent (lbm)

R is the radial location of the structure from the explosion source

(ft)

Assuming (1) the corium to be discharged from the RV at 5040 °R,

and (2) the EVSE process results in a 3 % thermal to mechanical energy

conversion efficiency, corium induced steam explosion will produce

approximate potential impulse load of between 0.59 and 12 psi-sec for the

corium mass discharges of between 500 and 60,000 lbm (See table

19.11.4.1.2.2) (Note that the definition of impulse is area under the transient

pressure pulse, for a square pulse this is the pressure rise multiplied by

the pulse duration.) This corresponds to a range of participation in the

EVSE of between 0.16% 19% for KNGR core inventory). TNT loading

equivalents tend to overestimate the true loading. Furthermore, the 3%

conversion ratio is representative of the upper limit of the energy

conversion efficiencies noted in the FITS Tests and was observed in fewer

that 5% of the FITS experiments.
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Chapter 5. Assessment of Reactor Cavity Integrity

under EVSE load

For KNGR, it is expected that the cavity flooding system will be

operable and actuated prior to the reactor vessel failure. Therefore,

fuel-coolant interaction (FCI) is likely following vessel breach and the

possibility of "steam explosions" cannot be excluded. The estimates

provided above indicate that the consequences of steam explosions

following reactor accidents is highly uncertain. Impulse fragility curves

established by structural analyses on the KNGR reactor cavity indicate

that pressure impulses below about 1.5 psi-sec pose no threat to the

KNGR lower reactor cavity. The lower cavity wall failure threat increases

incrementally with loading. An impulse of approximately 2 psi-sec will

have a cavity failure potential of under 0.10. Impulses above about 3

psi-sec have a potential for cavity failure greater than 0.50. Considerably

larger impulses are required to fail the reactor cavity.

Provided Henry's hypothesis on the interaction zone maximum pressure

limit is accurate for free surface loadings, the maximum pressure impulse

anticipated during a steam explosion is less than 1 psi-sec (below the

level of containment threat). Even if Henry's estimate of the peak

pressure in the interaction zone increases to 7500 psia (twice the steam

critical pressure), the nominal steam explosion pulse experienced at the

cavity walls will be less than 3.5 psi-sec for a triangular pulse loading of

.003 second duration. At this loading the resultant lower cavity wall

failure probability is about 0.50.

A similar deterministic assessment performed using the more
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conservative TNT equivalent approach considerably overestimates the

containment threat. This assessment is dependent upon the corium mass

involved, therefore, the level of predicted containment threat depends

somewhat upon the RV lower head failure mode. Assuming an upper

bound mass involvement of 5,000 lbm of corium debris instantaneously

participates in a 3 per-cent efficient steam explosion event, the resulting

containment threat results in an impulse load on sections of the cavity

walls of less than 2.5 psi-sec. The mean cavity failure probability for this

condition is less than 0.30. At the average corium conversion factor of

0.015, the actual threat to the cavity will become negligible.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions

A safety assessment of the reactor vessel lower head integrity under

in-vessel vapor and ex-vessel explosion loads has been performed.

In case for the in-vessel phenomena, the core melt relocation parameters

were chosen within the ranges of physically realizable bounds and also of

conservative results. The premixing and explosion calculations were performed

using TRACER-II code. The triggering time and locations were varied and the

resulting explosion pressures were compared for determining the most

significant cases. Using the calculated explosion pressures imposed on the lower

head inner wall, strain calculations were performed using ANSYS code. Then,

the calculated strain results and the established failure criteria were used in

determining the failure probability of the lower head.

For the ex-vessel steam explosion, TNT equivalent method, R. Henry's

estimate, and F. Moody's estimate were applied for KNGR cavity system. The

amount of corium involved were varied to envelop the inherent uncertainty of

severe accident scenario.

The explosion analyses for the in-vessel phenomena show that the explosion

impulses are not altered significantly by the uncertain parameters of triggering

location and time, fuel and vapor volume fractions in uniform premixture

bounding calculations within the conservative ranges. Strain analyses using the

calculated pressure loads on the lower head inner wall show that the vapor

explosion-induced lower head failure is physically unreasonable. Even, the static

analysis using the conservative explosion-end pressure of 7,246 psia shows that

the maximum equivalent strain is 4.3% at the bottom of lower head. Because

the equivalent strain of 4.3% is less than the allowable threshold value of 11%

, the possibility of the lower head failure under in-vessel vapor explosion loads

does not exist.
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In case for the ex-vessel steam explosoin, assuming an upper bound mass

involvement of 5,000 lbm of corium debris instantaneously participates in a 3

per-cent efficient steam explosion event, the resulting containment threat results

in an impulse load on sections of the cavity walls of less than 2.5 psi-sec.

The mean cavity failure probability for this condition is less than 0.30. With

the average corium conversion factor of 0.015, the actual threat to the cavity

would be negligible.
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Table 1. Material Properties of Corium used in the Analyses

Constituents

Weight fraction, %

Melt temp., K

Molar frac, %

Volume frac, %

Density, kg/m3

Specific heat, J/kgK

Ther. cond., W/mk

Viscosity, kg/ms

Surface tension, N/m

Heat of fusion, kJ/kg

UO2

75.2

3,138

50.7

74.2

8,700

500

3.66

0.0043

0.5

278

ZrO2

11.4

2,963

16.6

18.65

-5,250

710

2.3

-0.004

0.5

700

Zr

8.5

2,141

16.6

12.15

-6,000

364

31.5

-0.005

-1.5

251

S.S.

4.9

1,700

16.1

7.0

6,000

111

22

0.007

1.5

261

Fuel

100

-3,000

100

100

7,660

526 I
8.5 i

-

-

323
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Table 2. Quantification of Wall Failure Criteria

Likelihood

Physically Unreasonable

Outside of Spectrum

Edge of Spectrum

Certain Failure

Wall Fractional Thickness with

Plastic Equivalent Strain over 11%

First Fiber

20%

40%

60%

Probability

<10"J

nr*
10"'

10u
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Table 3. Summary of KROTOS Tests

Test number

26

27

28

29

30

38

40

42

External

Trigger

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Explosive

Interaction

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Initial Water

Subcooling

40

10

10

80

80

79

83

80

Peak Pressure

(MPa)

27

Low

>50

100

100

67

83

67
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APPENDIX A: TRACER-II MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A.I Introduction

The objective of developing the TRACER-II (TRansient Analysis Code

for Explosive Reactions) code was to develop a comprehensive

computational model for consistent simulation of the physical processes of

mixing and propagation of vapor explosions. In developing the code, the

experimental and analytical work in the past has been thoroughly reviewed

with focus on the important constitutive relations representing the physics

of vapor explosions. The mathematical model consists of the continuity,

momentum, and energy conservation equations for multiphase flow that are

coupled to the constitutive relations. For benchmarking of the code, the

QUEOS, FARO, and KROTOS experimental data have been used.

In this report, the basic assumptions, conservation equations, and

constitutive relations of TRACER-II are presented. The more detail

description of the model and benchmark calculations can be found in the

two articles by Bang et al. and by I.K. Park[A.l,A.2]

A.2 Assumptions

In the event that fuel melt pours into coolant, it is postulated that the

melt stream breaks up into droplets, and the droplets are dispersed into

coolant liquid and the vapor film exists between the fuel melt and the
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coolant liquid (see Figure A.I and A.2).

When the triggering is applied, as a prescribed high pressure or high

fragmentation rate in a cell in the present model, a shock wave propagates

through the pre-mixture and the melt droplets are fragmented into fine

debris and rapid heat transfer from melt to coolant occurs. The fragmented

fuel debris are assumed to become thermal and mechanical equilibrium

with coolant liquid as soon as the fragments are generated.

For describing such physical events, the model includes four fluid

phases; fuel melt, liquid and vapor coolant, and fragmented fuel debris as

conceptually illustrated in Figure A.2 and Figure A.3. However, in the

present model the combination of coolant liquid and fuel debris are treated

as one velocity field for simplicity. If the liquid does not exist locally, the

combination are established in coolant vapor and fuel debris.

The assumptions in TRACER-II model are given below.

1. The materials related to vapor explosion are composed of four phase,

and then all phase is treated in Eulerian coordinate.

2. Velocity fields are defined on fuel, coolant vapor, coolant

liquid (+fragments).

3. Temperatures are defined on fuel, coolant vapor, coolant liquid, and the

temperature of fragments has same value of liquid, or vapor when liquid

volume fraction is zero.

4. The phase change of coolant occurs by heat transfer on interfacial area

between liquid and vapor.

5. Breakup and fragmentation occurs by boundary layer stripping caused

by relative velocity.
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A.3 Conservation Equations

The following set of conservation equations are written generally for

both the mixing and propagation phase calculations, and for mixing

calculation the fragmentation rate is simply set to zero and the debris

phase properties are not computed.

Continuity Equations

For the four phase, fuel, debris, coolant liquid, and coolant vapor,

continuity equations are given as

= Ffr (A.2)

/ (A.3)

dt . v • (agpgug) = J (A.4)

dt

dagp

Here, the mass exchange rates, Ffr and J are due to fuel fragmentation

and coolant evaporation or condensation. The phase change rate(J) is the

coolant evaporation rate for positive value and condensation rate for

negative value.
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Momentum Conservation

The fragmented fuel debris are assumed to become mechanical

equilibrium with coolant liquid upon fragmentation, and then the momentum

of debris and coolant liquid is expressed a single equation. Thus,

momentum conservations are given for the fuel, the combination of coolant

liquid and debris, coolant vapor.

uf uf) =-afvp+Kgj( ug- uf)

gj adbpdb) ~ui\ + v • [ {atpi+ adbpdb) ut ut] =

-{a,+ adb)vp+Kgi( ~ug- ~ui)-Ku( ~u,- ~uf) (A.6)

-J[8{J) ~ut-K-J) ~ut]+8(ai)FfiM/+(a,Pi+aiap<iJ)g

-^(agpg ug) + v - {ctgPg ug ug) = -agvp-Kgi( ug- «/)

«,_ «,) + /[SO) «/-5(-7) wJ + tl-tfa/Xliv/^ (A.7)

+ agpg~g

The Kij are the momentum transfer coefficients between the phase i

and j and the 6( ) is the Heaviside step function, which is the unity

for a positive value in parenthesis and zero otherwise.

Energy Conservation

For the four phase of fuel, debris, coolant liquid, and coolant vapor,
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energy conservations are given as

-ft(afpflf)+ v • (a/p/flcf) = - Q/g- Qf-hfFfr (A.8)

-^7(apli)+ v • {aPIlii)=-p[-^f+ v I ( A 9 )

- Rb( Tt- Ts) + Qfl+ 8{ai)Ffrhf

\ dt I ( A 1 Q )

+ hgj- Rgs( Tg-Tt)+ Q/g+[l~ Sia^Ffrhf

Tdb = S{adTt + [l-S(a,)]Tg (A.ll)

where, Q/g and Qfl are the heat source transferred from fuel to coolant

vapor and coolant liquid. The hf, hgs, and hk are enthalpies of fuel,

saturated liquid, and saturated vapor under the current pressure,

respectively. The R^ and Rgs are the heat transfer coefficients for

coolant liquid and vapor to their interfacial surface. The fragmented fuel

debris are assumed to become thermal and mechanical equilibrium upon

fragmentation.

Fuel Droplet Diameter Transport Equations

The complete formulation of momentum and heat transfer rates between

phases in multi-phase flow requires the interfacial area informations. In

this study, the surface area of melt droplets is formulated using an

interfacial area transport equation proposed by Ishii [A.3].
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dt = - rbk-rfr

Here, F^ and Ffr is the source terms associated with the fuel breakup rate

during the mixing phase and fuel fragmentation rate during the explosion

propagation.

A.4 Constitutive Relations

A.4.1 Flow Regime Definition

The TRACER-II model has the continuity, momentum conservation,

energy conservation on four phases. The conservation equations are

coupled by the constitutive relations, by which vapor explosion

processes are described. The constitutive relations consist of almost

exchange terms to be possible at thermal-hydraulics phenomena, i.e.,

mass, momentum, and energy exchange.

The breakup and fragmentation must be dependent on the flow

condition, but there exist the limitation in considering the various flow

conditions due to the defect of analytical and experimental efforts. In

modeling the breakup and fragmentation, the flow condition is not

considered, but the efforts for this should be taken in the future.

The momentum exchange, heat transfer and phase change are clearly

flow regime dependent, and some uncertainties remain even for

two-phase water flow. The flow regime could be defined by criteria of
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fuel volume fraction, af, and vapor void fraction, ev, as manner in

two-phase flow. There is no alternative in the definition of the flow

regime because the fuel coolant interaction are very complicated and no

other criteria (See Figure A.I).

Void fraction is defined as vapor volume fraction to coolant volume,

i.e., ag/ (ag+ ai). The flow regimes are shown in Figure A.4. For

a/<0.3, it is assumed that the fuel particles immersed in a two-phase

coolant flow. The two-phase coolant flow has its own flow regimes

which are defined by void fraction as the same manner in two-phase

flow. In bubbly flow ( £„<().3) and churn-turbulent flow (0.3<ev<.0.7),

vapor bubble with a certain diameter exists in continuous liquid. In

droplet flow ( £t,>0.7), dropwise liquid is surrounded by continuous

vapor core.

For ff/^0.3 it is assumed that the fuel particles form porous media

and then the flow of vapor and liquid is considered as permeating the

fuel porous media.

The projected area concentration of the dispersed phase is needed in

estimating interfacial momentum and heat exchanges. In a two phase

system, these area concentrations can be estimated from the length

scale and the volume fraction of the disperse phase. But, the another

phase is present in same volume. The presence of a third phase

reduces the area concentration as the third phase must also share the

same area. Angelini et al[A.4] modified the area concentration, by a

factor, 4>a given as
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(A. 13)

where, i, j , and k represents dispersed phase, continuous phase, and third

phase, respectively. 4>» represents the effect of the phase k on the area

concentration of phase i for its interaction with phase j . <£,> lies

between 0 and 1.

The length scale of the dispersed phase is needed for calculating area

concentrations. The length scale for vapor bubbles and liquid droplets are

obtained from the critical Weber number relationship and the length scale

for fuel droplets is obtained from the area transport equation (Eq. 3-12).

For the porous fuel regime( <z/>0.3), as the liquid and vapor permeate the

fuel, the fuel length scale is only used.

For the bubbly flow (Q-/<0.3, e/0.3), the vapor bubble length scale is

given as

(A.14)

For the churn-turbulent flow ( or/0.3, 0.3^£^0.7), the vapor length

scale is given as

= 4
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For the droplet flow ( a /0 .3 , ev>Q.7), the liquid length scale is given

as.

A.4.2 Fuel Breakup and Fragmentation

The fuel breakup rate is formulated based on the model proposed by

Fletcher[A.5], as given by

Fbk = ~ Coaf\J pcpf \ u c —

An empirically determined value of 0.245 has been recommended for Co

by Young[A.6]. Carachalios et al.[A.7] suggested a single drop

fragmentation model, which based upon boundary layer stripping.

Fletcher[A.8] also introduced a fragmentation model based upon

boundary layer stripping due to the relative velocity of fuel droplet to

coolant. The model could be expressed as below under the multi-phase

flow concept.

Ffr = AgCfragaf\uf-~ug\ \l

/ - u,\

where,

Ag = a
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Pui = (ctiPi + adbpdb)/(ai + adb ) (A.20)

In this model, the value of 1.0 is recommended for C/rag. Since the

change of fuel droplets diameter is equal to 1/3 the rate of its volume, the

source terms in the area transport equation are

rbk = FbkLf U

rfr = \FfrL{ (A.22)

A.4.3 Phase Change

The coolant phase change rate, J, is the coolant evaporation rate for

positive value and condensation rate for negative value and it is defined as

t-\.Rt,(Tg- Ts) + Rh( T- T,)] (A.23)
fg

where, Rgs, i?&, Tg, and Tt are the heat transfer coefficients for liquid

and vapor to the interfacial surface and the temperatures of local vapor

and liquid. Ts and hfe are the saturated temperature and the latent heat of

coolant under the current pressure.

A.4.4 Interfacial Momentum Exchange

The interfacial momentum exchange has been formulated base upon the
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concept above flow regime (See Figure A.5 (1),(2),(3)). The interfacial

momentum exchange is primarily due to drag force. For the dispersed fuel

( af <. 0.3), the exchange formula is based on Ishii and Zuber[A.9], which

given as

a = j a, <t>ij Pj -£*- | «,- - ~Uj | (A.24)

where subscripts i and j refer to dispersed and continuous phases,

respectively.

The drag coefficient, C^j, is defined for churn flow as

i = 8, J = I, Caj = g- (I —a)2 and L,

(A.25)

and for bubbly and droplet flow,

o / A \ 1/2 / 1 - I - 17 fi7

' w 3 ^ ' V cr ; \ 18.67/(ff,-)

* = # , > = / , a ^ O . 3 , /(«,.) = ( l - a ) 1 - 5

where, i= I, j= g, a>0.7, /(a,-) = a3 (A.27)

i = / , > = *r./. /(flr,-)=(l-ff/)1-5

For the bubbly flow (a<0.3) the added mass effect, which given by

Wallis[A.10], should be adjusted into the momentum transfer between
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vapor bubble and liquid.

<A.28)

For af k 0.3, the fuel is assumed porous media. The laminar and

turbulent permeabilities is given by SissomtA.il].

Ka = K'u + K\u i = g , l (A.29)

2

(150 , , g ' g / ,3 -TJ for Re,- < 1000
K[f = (1 - flf,-)3 L^ (A.30)

10 for Re,- > 1000

1.75 " '* ' ,3 P ' ' % ^ for Ref > 10
(1 - a,)3 L , ( A 3 1 )

0 for Re,- <, 10

af — {A.SZ)

The length scale for vapor bubbles and liquid droplets (Lg,Li) are

obtained from the critical Weber number relationship and the length scale

for fuel droplets, Lf, is obtained from the area transport equation (Eq.

A.12).

A.4.5 Interfacial Heat Transfer

The interfacial heat transfer relationships are also dependent on flow
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regime. Figure A.6 represents the heat transfer mechanisms as the void

fraction. If the void fraction is less 0.7, the fuel droplets are considered in

film boiling regime including radiation heat transfer. The vapor exists in

film adjacent to the fuel droplets as well as separate bubbles if ev is large

enough. For EV > 0.7, the fuel droplets are surrounded by vapor and

losses heat to vapor by convection and to liquid droplets by radiation.

For ev < 0.7, the heat from the fuel to the vapor and liquid given by

Qfl = n/irTcLJ^Tf - T,) (A.33)

Q/g = rtfhjtL^ik Tf - Ts) (A.34)

where, n/, Lf, hr, and hc are the number and length scale of fuel droplets,

radiative heat transfer coefficient, and convective heat transfer coefficient,

respectively. These are given by

rif = Gctf/xL/ (A.35)

hr = oSBEf T
7 ~ T' (A.36)

hc = 2.98( P^g /?
 T , ' C_^g'{ — | K , - u, \) (A.37)

And then, the heat transferred from the surface of the vapor film and

bubble to the liquid and vapor are given as
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(2 + \.\Re Pr / ) i \ qo\
j \i\.CiOi

~-{2 + 0.6i?e1/2Pr}/3)

where, Re = P^U« U'^8 (A.39)

Ml

Rgs = (T Q- T\ +2ng<f>g!7rL2
g-^

L (A.40)

As the above formula, the convective heat is transferred to vapor film

and the radiative heat is deposit to liquid. And, the heat given vapor film

is exhausted in heating liquid and vaporization at the film surface. In Eq.

A.38, the heat transfer from the film surface to liquid has been suggested

by Bang[A.12].

For ev > 0.7, a radiative heat transfer region is assumed and the liquid

exists dropwise in vapor core. The heat from fuel is transferred to liquid

drops by irradiation and to the continuous vapor by convection.

Qfl = mmintTzL), nfnL2
f) oE/E, (7} - T*,) (A.41)

Q'A = n^/g7tL2M Tf - Tg) (A.42)

where, a, Ef, Eh and h' c Stefan-Boltzmann constant, emissivities of fuel

and liquid, and the convective heat transfer coefficient from the fuel to the

continuous vapor.

The ti c is defined by the value of a/, which is given by

if af < 0.3
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hc = ^-{2 + 0.6#4/2Prf) (A.43)

where,

Re, = ^ ^ ^ L / (A.44)

if a/ > 0.3

h'c = O.9lc#pf Vug - Hs\Re;'-°-51pr;
2/3 for /?e/

_ (A.45)
M, - ~u/\Reg"~0MPT;z'3 for i?e

where,

Re"g=
 a«P^« U*L/ (A.46)

In this region, continuous vapor could be superheated and the vapor

transfers convective heat to liquid droplets. Thus, the interfacial heat

transfer functions between the continuous vapor and liquid droplets are

given by

Ris = 2»/0ig7rL2.-p- (A.47)
•w

R& = nl4>,g7rL2,-j^-(2 + 0.6/?e1/2Prf) (A.48)

where,

Re = p*l u«~ u'\Ll (A.49)
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A.5 Equation of States

The liquid coolant and vapor always move from non-equilibrium state

to equilibrium state through the phase change. However, the superheated

liquid and supersaturated vapor in subcritical region must be allowed since

separate energy equations are solved for coolant liquid and vapor with the

phase change relation. For this unique need, a simple relation for this

non-equilibrium state of water is formulated using saturation properties

and constant specific heat.

The NBS/NRC Steam Tables[A.13] is used for the equilibrium state

properties. Figure A.7 shows the concept that the temperature and density

of coolant are evaluated with given pressure and internal energy in

sub-critical region.

The evaluation process of the temperature and density is given as;

(1) The temperatures, internal energy, densities, and specific heat( Ts, Ik,

Ivs> i°&» Pvsi CPi, Cpv) are evaluated by saturated condition under the

current pressure.

(2) The current temperatures( Th Tv) are evaluated with the saturated

temperatures and current internal energies by considering the saturated

specific heats and internal energy.

T,= Ts(p) + (I,- Ib{p))/C#(p) (A.50)

Tv= Ts(p) + (Iv-Im(p))/Cpv(p)
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(3) Then, the densities of vapor and liquid is very important because the

pressure wave propagation is dependent upon compressibility of the

mixture. The density of the vapor is evaluated through the correction by

temperature with the saturated density under the current pressure. For the

liquid, the density is evaluated through the correction by pressure with the

saturated density under the current temperature. In this way, the

simulation of shock wave is very well.

(A.52)

(A.53)

where, E is bulk modulus.

With above EOS the accuracy come down, but another choice does not

exist for the non-equilibrium state of water. Fuel droplets and fragments

are assumed incompressible. Then, the densities of fuel droplets and

fragments are constant and the temperature is a function of internal

energy.

A.6 Boundary and Initial Conditions

The boundary and initial conditions are varied with the experimental

conditions to be simulated. For mixing stage, the initial conditions almost

are that coolant liquid and vapor separated in solution region. The

boundary conditions are given to simulate the poured fuel velocity, jet
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diameter, fuel droplets diameter, fuel properties etc.

For propagation stage, the final mixing condition and the triggering is

used for the initial condition. Boundary conditions for the propagation stage

are no difference from mixing stage. Generally, no slip conditions are used

in the rigid wall and free slip conditions in axisymmetrical wall.

A.7 Numerical Scheme

TRACER-II has been written based on the mathematical models given

above. The base structure of the code was adopted from K-FIX

code[A.14], which is originally formulated to solve two phase flow. The

equations are solved using a finite difference technique that implicitly

couples the rate of phase transitions, momentum, and energy exchange to

determine the pressure, density, and velocity fields.

First, the velocity and mass fluxes are estimated from the momentum

equations by accounting only for momentum convection and the exchange

functions (interfacial heat transfer, breakup or fragmentation rate,

momentum exchange, and boiling/condensation rates) are computed

explicitly. An implicit numerical solution is then obtained by iteration on

the pressure, using a constrained two-sided Secant method. This involves

the implicit solutions of the fuel, coolant liquid and vapor, and debris

continuity equations. This iterative scheme also contains the calculation of

internal energy omitting temporarily the effects of convection, work, and

single-phase conduction. Once the iterations are completed, new values of

internal energies containing the effects of convection, work, and

single-phase conduction are calculated and then new temperatures are
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evaluated. Now, these values are used in the next time step calculation.

Figure A.8 shows the flow chart, by which TRACER-II simulates from

mixing to propagation. The difference of mixing and propagation is only

boundary conditions. The final mixing state and the triggering become the

initial conditions of the propagation stage. The main solver using K-FIX

algorithm maintains from mixing to propagation stage.
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N O M E N C L A T U R E S

A = area

CD = drag coefficient

Co = empirical coefficient of fuel droplet breakup rate

C/rag - empirical coefficient of fuel fragmentation rate

Cp, Cp = specific heat

E/ = emissivity of fuel particles

Ei = emissivity of coolant liquid

Fbk = breakup rate of fuel droplet

Ffr = fragmentation rate of fuel droplet

Fjb = breakup rate of fuel jet

g = gravitational acceleration

h = heat transfer coefficient or enthalpy

hfg = latent heat of coolant

/ = internal energy

/ = evaporation or condensation

k = thermal conductivity or wave number

Ktj - interfacial momentum exchange coefficient

L = droplet length scale

M = mass

n = the number of particles or bubbles in unit volume

p, P = pressure
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Pr

Q/k

Qn

Re

Ra

t

T

u

U

V

We

- Prandtl number

- heat from fuel to coolant vapor

= heat from fuel to coolant liquid

= Reynolds number

= interfacial heat transfer coefficient

= time

= temperature

= velocity or internal energy

= velocity

= velocity or volume

= Weber number

Greek symbols

a = volume fraction

8 = width of film or leading edge ball

F = source by mass exchange

e = void fraction

A = wave length

P = density

H - viscosity

a = surface tension

aSB = Stefan-Boltzmann constant

4>ij = area concentration factor
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Subscripts

c -

db

f

g

gs,ls

j , jet

I

m =

r =

s =

v =

w =

convection

fragments or debris

fuel droplet

coolant vapor

from the interfacial area to vapor or liquid

fuel jet

coolant liquid

fuel melt

radiation

saturation

vapor

water

Superscripts

/ = laminar

t = turbulent
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Fuel
Coolant Liquid
Coolant Vapor

Figure A.I. Illustration of Fuel-Coolant Mixture in TRACER-II Modeling

(Photo from ALPHA Tests (Photo from ALPHA Tests,

Sugimoto et al.[A.15])
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Figure A.2. Fuel-Coolant Behaviors with Propagating Pressure Wave in

TRACER-II modeling
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Figure 3-3. Phases and Velocity Fields Definition in TRACER-II modeling
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Disperse Fuel Droplets( a/<0.3 )

Bubbly Flow Churn-Turbulent Flow

0.3< eB<0.7

Droplet Flow

Porous Media of

Fuel Droplets

af 2=0.3

Liquid Continuous Liquid Continuous Vapor Continuous

Figure A.4. Flow Regimes Definition with Volume Fraction of the Each

Phase in TRACER-II modeling
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Kgl

Coolant Vapor (Bubble)

Coolant Liquid ( Continuous )

(1) In Liquid Continuous Phase

(a r /0 .3 , £o<0.7)

Fuel

Coolant Liquid ( Droplet)

Coolant Vapor ( Continuous )

(2) In Vapor Continuous Phase

(or /0 .3 , £^0 .7 )

(3) In Porous Bed with Fuel

Figure A.5. The Concept of Momentum Exchanges in TRACER-II
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Convection Heat

Transfer Qfg
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Coolant Liquid ( Continuous)

(1) In Film Boiling Region( eu<0.7)

Fuel

Radiation
Heat

Tranfer

Qfl

Convection Heat Transfer Qfg

Rgs

""*" Phase Change
Ts

Coolant Liauid ( Droplet)

Coolant Vapor ( Continuous )

(2) In Radiative Heat Transfer Region( e ^ O .

Figure A.6. The Concept of Heat Transfer in TRACER-II
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Figure A.7. The Concept of Coolant EOS to permit Coolant Liquid's Superheating

and Coolant Vapor's Supersaturation in TRACER-II
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Set of mixing B.C
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T>T(trig)

w 1 C-O

Set of
Propagation B.C

Triggering
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T •*- T + dT

T > T(stop)

No

. No

Main Solver

Estimation of Velocity
and Flux

1
Estimation of Exchange

Function

1
Implicit Solution by
Iteration on Pressure,

Velocity, Mass, Volume
Fraction, Internal Energy,

Density

Reestimation of internal
Energy Considering Work,
Convection, Conduction.

>
New Value Are Used for

the Next Time Step

Stop

Figure A.8. Flow Chart of TRACER-II code, in which "Main Solver"

indicates a solution algorithm of K-FIX code.
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